Exploring Gender Diversity

Dimensions of Gender Identity
Group Norms
As a class, we agree to...

1. Choose to be present & learn
2. Raise your hand & wait to share
3. Listen with respect
4. Welcome differing opinions
5. What is said here stays here
6. Keep names and details out of sharing...
Gender fluid 28 sec
Understanding the Dimensions of Gender will help us provide a more inclusive and caring learning environment for all.
Dimensions of Gender

A person’s experience of gender is informed by three dimensions:

» Biological/Body
» Expression (Social)
» Identity

Gender and sexual orientation are different
Our experience of our body, how society genders bodies, and how others interact with us based on our body.

Our Bodies vary & are on a Spectrum. We are all different and unique.
Expression (Social)

- Your Personal Presentation
  - Clothing
  - Hair
  - Mannerisms
  - Accessories

- Your Style of Play
  - Roles & styles of play
  - Behaviors
  - Interests
  - Activities/hobbies
Gender Stereotypes in the Media
Gender Pan 48 sec
» **Gender Identity**  = Who I am

Our pronouns and our internal sense of self
Gender is not complicated...

- I am male
- I am female

Identity

Body

Expression
To sum it up!
School Counseling Room 207

We are here to continue the convo about gender, answer questions and offer support.

Ms. Montague A - Ha, Ms. Nolan Hb - P, Ms. Sullivan Q - Z

Before school, at break or lunch, come by Room 207 to fill out a green counseling request form or email us for a confidential appointment!